Introduction
This document contains the supplementary material for the paper "Inferring Species Interaction Networks from Species Abundance Data". Please refer to the main paper for a discussion of the background and motivation for the work. We also present and discuss the main findings there. The supplementary material contains extensions to the methods that we used, as well as some additional findings that had to be omitted from the main paper due to space constraints.
In Section 2.1, we describe an extension to the Bayesian network method (see Section 3.1.4 in the main paper) that allows including unobserved factors in the network inference. Section 2.2 describes how we extended the simulation model that was used to generate the synthetic data with an observation process that discretises the data by deciding for each location whether the presence of a species was observed or not. In Section 3 we investigate the difference between edge strengths and confidence values for edges in regression. Section 4 presents some additional experiments on the synthetic data. Section 5 gives additional information on how the networks inferred from the bird atlas data were evaluated, and presents the recovered networks and their characteristics in more detail.
Methods

Latent variable model allowing for unobserved factors
We want to extend the Bayesian network approach to allow for unobserved factors in the environment, e.g. related to climate change or the availability of natural resources. This can be achieved by including additional so-called latent variables in the model. Inference can be carried out with the allocation sampler described in Nobile and Fearnside (2007) and Grzegorczyk et al. (2008) , which is based on the following iterative procedure: Given the network structure, new values for the latent variables are inferred (imputation step). Then, given the complete data (real data, and imputed values for the latent variables), the network structure is modified with a standard structure MCMC step (Madigan and York, 1995) . This procedure is iterated, and leads to a Markov chain which (on convergence) samples both the network structure and the allocation of the latent variables from the posterior distribution.
Ideally, the interactions between the latent variables and the species are treated as flexible (Fig. 1 a) . To reduce the computational complexity, we keep them fixed, i.e. they were enforced to be connected to all species. It is easy to prove that for discrete values, this is equivalent to a model with a single latent variable and a flexible number of discretisation levels ( Fig. 1 b) ; this is the model described in Grzegorczyk et al. (2008) . While the application of this scheme to the simulated data led to encouraging results (Section 4.3), the MCMC simulations did not properly converge for the warbler data. The reason is that a straightforward adaptation of the method proposed in Grzegorczyk et al. (2008) introduces a separate latent variable for each spatial location, leading to a model that is significantly more complex than explored in the original application. Our future work therefore aims to simplify the model complexity and explore alternative inference schemes based on variational learning.
Observation Process for Simulation Data
The simulation described in Section 2.2 of the main paper produces continuous values for the population densities. In order to transform these into presence/absence data similar to the Bird Atlas data, we implement an observation process. We assume that the probability P (x g ) of missing (i.e. not observing) a population of density x g is modelled by a Gaussian N (µ, σ 2 ). Then the probability of observing a species with density x g is P (X < x g ), i.e. the cumulative distribution function:
We can then sample a discrete value for x g from a binomial distribution, using P (X < x g ) as the parameter. Mean and variance of the Gaussian distribution are fitted so that the distribution of ones and zeros over all locations and species is the same as in the real data set. Table 1 shows which software we used for the different network reconstruction methods described in Section 3.1 in the main paper, as well as where to get the MATLAB code for our own implementations of the extensions in Section 3.2 of the main paper.
Implementations
Method
Software Package Description GGM R GeneNet The software implementing Graphical Gaussian models is described in Schäfer and Strimmer (2005) 
Motivation
When using LASSO linear regression to reconstruct an interaction network, we have two options. One is to use the weights found during the regression and interpret them as edge strengths between the target variable and the other variables in the network (we will refer to this as "the weight method"). The other is to obtain confidence values for the presence of an edge ("the confidence value method"). Obtaining the weights is straightforward, and only requires one regression per variable. However, it is potentially biased towards edges that have a strong effect, and may ignore edges with a small (but consistent) effect.
To obtain confidence values, we use a method that is essentially an approximation of a full Bayesian approach to regression. Rather than obtaining the probability that an edge is zero from a posterior distribution of the weights, we follow Friedman et al. (2000) and approximate this value by 'sampling' data from the original dataset 1 using bootstrapping and subsampling. In bootstrap sampling, we sample data points with replacement until the sample size is the same as the size of the original dataset. In subsampling, we sample without replacement until we have obtained a dataset that is half the size of the original dataset.
For each dataset sampled in this way, we run a LASSO regression. Then we record the non-zero weights. After we have done this for a large number of samples, we average over the results. This gives the confidence value for the occurrence of each edge, independent of the strength of that edge. The drawback is that it requires many more runs of the regression algorithm than just calculating the weights once.
We wanted to find out if the difference between using confidence values and using the weights was substantial enough to warrant the extra computational cost. For that reason, we used two synthetic datasets: A simple network model without cycles (in other words, a DAG) from which we generated data using a linear regression model, and a more complex ecological simulation based on Lotka-Volterra interactions between species in a food web (see Section 2.2 of the main paper).
Simple Network Model
To simulate data from the simple network model based on linear regression, we first sample a network from the niche model described in Section 2.2 of the main paper. If the model is not a DAG, we remove edges until acyclicity has been restored. For each remaining edge, we draw an interaction strength from the Gaussian distribution N (0, 1).
Then we identify species without any parents in the network and draw their population numbers from the Gaussian distribution N (0, 1)
2
. For each of the remaining species, we do a standard regression:
where r ranges over all species x r that are parents of species y g , and w gr is the weight of the edge linking x r and y g . The N (0, 0.1) factor adds a small amount of observational noise. We repeat this process, drawing new population numbers each time to generate different data points.
Results
Simple Network Model. We generated data from 10 random networks using the simple linear regression model, and for each network we generated 100 bootstrap/subset replica. Figure 2 shows the results. We started off by computing the confidence values straightforwardly: For each sampled dataset, every weight that was not set to 0 by the LASSO regression was counted as detecting an edge. The results of this basic approach are shown in the unshaded boxes in Figure 2 .
Using a two-sided paired t-test, we determined that while the difference in TPFP5 values was not significant, the difference in AUC values between the two sampling methods and the weight method was significant (p < 0.01). It is surprising to see the weight method outperform the confidence value methods, as we would expect confidence values to produce equally good if not better results.
The reason for this discrepancy becomes apparent once we change the procedure for estimating confidence values slightly. Instead of treating all non-zero weight values in each sampled dataset as evidence of an edge, we only keep those above a certain threshold (arbitrarily set at 0.1). To be fair in our comparison, we also apply the threshold to the weight method. When we do this, we notice that the AUC values between the confidence value methods and the weight method are no longer significantly different (p > 0.3).
The problem is that the selection process which sets some weights to zero is not a very conservative process. This means that some weights may never or rarely get set to zero, despite having a very low value. A threshold artificially removes those weights, and thus reduces the variance in the performance. This evens out the difference between the weight method and the confidence value methods.
Ecological Network Simulation Model. We also want to compare the different methods using the simulation model described in Section 2.2 of the main paper. We use the same datasets that were used in the rest of this study.
Since we have already established that thresholding is needed to remove the variance due to small but persistent weights in the confidence value methods, we also use this method here. Figure 3 shows the results on the ecological simulation data. A two-sided paired t-test shows that all differences in AUC 8 Interestingly, the significant difference in AUC now shows an increased performance for the confidence value methods. However, one must remember that the model does not include any spatial autocorrelation (cf. Section 3.2.1 of the main paper), which is by necessity, as sampling destroys the spatial structure. But this also means that sampling reduces the spatial autocorrelation, because we only sample a subset of the total number of nodes, so some of the neighbours of a selected location are left out. This explains why we see a slight increase in performance in AUC. It is reasonable that it would not be mirrored in the TPFP5 score, because this score relies on edges with high edge weights, which will be found in any case.
Additional Results on Simulated Data
In this section, we present additional results on the simulated data that could not be included in the main paper due to space restrictions. We show the results for discretised data (Section 4.1), a study of different types of consensus networks (Section 4.2) and the results of a latent variable model for Bayesian networks (Section 4.3). We also list the significance of all results in a separate section (Section 4.4). 
Discrete Data
To better simulate a real dataset, we discretise the continuous data from the simulation model using the observation process described in Section 2.2. The results of applying our network reconstruction methods on the discrete data can be seen in Figure 4 .
As expected, the performance decreased when compared to the continuous data (see Section 4.1 in the main paper), due to the information loss inherent in the discretisation process. The AUC scores dropped around 0.1 for all methods, and the TPFP5 scores showed a similar drop, except in the case of SBR, which stayed about the same. This is because discretisation mostly hinders the identification of the more subtle interactions, which SBR had not even detected in the continuous case. Apart from SBR, there is no significant difference in the scores between methods for discrete data.
To finish our investigation, we looked at the effect of including spatial autocorrelation for the discretised data. The results are shown in Figure 4 (shaded boxes).
Unfortunately, none of the scores improved significantly when including spatial autocorrelation in the discrete case. This is likely due to the information loss in the observation process, which makes it harder to estimate spatial autocorrelation effects reliably. Our future work aims to reduce the information loss by applying more complex spatial-temporal models, e.g. along the lines of the Markov random field model proposed in Wei and Li (2007) .
Consensus Networks
As described in the main paper, it is useful to combine outputs of different network reconstruction methods into one single recovered network. We call this a consensus network, because it captures the consensus between the various methods, whilst simultaneously allowing the strengths of the different methods to be combined. There are several different ways in which we can combine these methods:
• Arithmetic Mean: Edge strengths produced by regression methods are scaled to the range [0, 1] (posterior probabilities obtained by Bayesian nets are left unchanged), then we take the arithmetic mean of the scaled strengths and probabilities obtained by all methods and use this as indication of the confidence we have in each edge.
• Harmonic Mean: This is the same as the previous method, but instead of using the arithmetic mean, we calculate the harmonic mean, which is generally more appropriate for rates.
• Thresholded: In this method, we use the posterior probabilities obtained by Bayesian nets as a threshold. All edges with probability less than 0.1 are removed. Then the remaining edges are evaluated based on the interaction strengths found in regression.
Note that some of these methods potentially confuse confidence values (probabilities) with interaction strengths, but for methods where both were available we found a very strong Spearman rank correlation between the two (ρ = 0.92), so this is not problematic. As a base line, we used the mean of the AUC or TPFP5 scores obtained from the different network reconstruction methods in isolation. A consensus method works if it produces a better score than the mean score of the individual methods. Figure 5 shows the results using the discretised dataset with spatial autocorrelation modelled. This most closely mirrors the experiments on the bird data; however, results using continuous data and data without modelling the spatial autocorrelation were similar. As can be seen, the only method performing better than our baseline is the arithmetic mean. For AUC the difference is significant (using a two-sided paired t-test, p = 0.03) while the harmonic mean does not perform significantly different (though only barely, p = 0.05) and the thresholded approach performs significantly worse (p = 10
−3
). For the TPFP5 11 These results show that the arithmetic mean performs best when it comes to combining different network reconstruction methods. On the basis of this investigation, we have used the arithmetic mean to construct consensus networks for the bird atlas data.
Allowing for Unobserved Effects
As explained in Section 2.1, we may want to take account of unobserved effects that act on the different species. While there are no explicit environmental factors (other than noise) in the simulation model, it is easy to model an unobserved effect by adding a species that acts directly on all other species, and removing the presence/absence data for that species reconstructing the network. To assess the helpfulness of this approach, we tested it on a small network consisting of three observed nodes and one unobserved node, with no interactions between the observed nodes (Fig. 6a) . Under these circumstances, the latent variable model should produce fewer spurious interactions than a model without latent variables. In the Bayesian network model, this means that the posterior probability of edges between observed nodes should be lower when using the latent variable model. the baseline of using simple Structure MCMC with a missing species and the optimal scenario of having complete data. As can be seen, the Latent Variable Model succeeds in reducing the median probability of spurious edges, although not quite to the level of having complete knowledge of the data.
Significance Tests
This section gives an overview of the significance of the differences between the network reconstruction methods (Tables 2 and 3) , as well as between methods that include spatial autocorrelation and those that do not (Table 4) . We have used two-sided paired t-tests everywhere, pairing up results on data simulated from the same network. The threshold for statistical significance is set at p = 0.05. For an interpretation of the significant results, see Section 5 in the main paper. 
Number of Neighbouring Locations in the Spatial Autocorrelation Model
As described in Section 3.2.1 of the main paper, our model for spatial autocorrelation calculates the average population at neighbouring locations. One open question is how many neighbouring locations to consider. If we assume that locations are distributed on a grid, then two natural choices are to either consider 4 direct neighbours, or all 8 surrounding neighbours.
We have compared the effect of calculating spatial autocorrelation using 4 direct neighbours versus using 8 neighbours for the LASSO network reconstruction method on simulated data. There was no significant difference between the two approaches (p > 0.2 for AUC and TPFP5 scores). Figure 7 shows scatterplots comparing the edge weights, AUC and TPFP5 scores for simulated data. We have also investigated the effect of using 8 neighbours for the Warbler dataset (Figure 8 ), and found that the edge weights inferred with 4 neighbours correlate very well with the edge weights inferred for 8 neighbours.
These findings lead us to conclude that 4 direct neighbours are sufficient to accurately model the spatial autocorrelation.
Application to the European bird atlas data
A priori network construction
To construct the a priori network, we used two sources: knowledge from the literature, and expert judgement.
First, we searched the ecological literature using ISI Web of Knowledge 3 (accessed on 10/5/09). For each species, we searched for all articles using the complete scientific name. If more than 100 articles were returned, we refined the search adding the terms 'interaction' or 'competition'. We studied all abstracts and identified papers containing information about interspecific interactions for detailed reading. We identified 30 interactions using this method.
For the remaining 711 pairwise interactions we used our expert judgement to answer the question: In areas where these species occur in close proximity, is it plausible that one of the species would become more abundant or expand into different habitats if the other species were absent? In cases where we considered this likely we recorded an interaction in the network.
The final network can be found at http://www.bioss.ac.uk/students/frankd. html.
Phylogenetic distance analysis
To calculate the phylogenetic distances between warbler species, we first needed to get general information on warbler phylogeny. To that end, we searched the taxonomic literature (e.g. Alstroem et al. (2006) ) and 'Tree of Life' servers (such as The Tree of Life Web Project in Maddison et al. (2007) ). A conservative consensus tree was generated depicting relationships between the 39 warbler species as in Figure 9 .
As path lengths were unavailable we computed a range of distances using the method advocated by Grafen (1989) with values of ρ of 1, 0.6 and 0.3. Although correlations between the phylogenetic distance and recovered interaction scores were not qualitatively different when these different distances were assumed, they are arbitrary choices none the less. Consequently, we repeated the correlation analysis using Kendall's τ as a measure of rank correlation that is unaffected by assumed branch lengths. Again, results were qualitatively similar; they can be found in Table 5 . For the correlation analyses we used only data from the upper triangle of the distance matrices. Table 5 : Correlation coefficients of reconstructed networks with the phylogenetic tree whose branch lengths have been generated with different values of ρ, or with Kendall's τ . Numbers in brackets show the confidence intervals at 95%. None of the confidence intervals includes zero, indicating that the correlations are significant.
Ecological distance analysis
Ecological trait data for each of the 39 species is presented in Table 6 . From the habitat and migration status data we generated indicator variables identifying species with shared habitat and shared migration strategy. We combined these indicator variables with the morphological data and clutch size, centred and scaled each variable and calculated the Euclidian distance. As with the phylogenetic distance analysis, we used only data from the upper triangle of the distance matrix in correlation analyses.
Species Length Mass Wingspan Clutch Migrant status Preferred Habitat
Acrocephalus agricola 
Comparison of Ecological Measures
We have three different ecological indicators that we can compare our reconstructed networks to: The a priori network, the phylogenetic distance and the ecological distance. The correlation of these indicators with the reconstructed networks that we present in the main paper is always significant, but also far from perfect correlation. This can be explained by the fact that these measures are not a true gold standard. In fact, each measure captures different aspects of the true relationships between species. In Table 7 we present the correlation coefficients between the three ecological measures and show that they are also small but (mostly) significant.
Another way to compare the ecological indicators is by taking the a priori network as a gold standard, and calculating the AUC and TPFP5 values for the phylogenetic and ecological distance measures. In effect, we are treating these distance measures as inverse edge scores. The results are shown in Table 8 . Again, The scores are better than random expectation (AUC=0.5, TPFP5=0.05), but far from perfect (AUC=TPFP5=1.0). This indicates that the various measures capture relevant, but only partial aspects of the unknown true interaction network.
Thresholding on Edge Interactions
To produce a single, interpretable network from the edge interaction strengths, we need to set a threshold to discard edges with low values. Recall that the "interaction strengths" are of different nature: marginal posterior probabilities for Bayesian networks, and regularised regression coefficients for LASSO. We would like to map them to p-values, which are more commonly used in 23 AUC TPFP5 Phylogenetic Distance 0.79 0.37 Ecological Distance 0.67 0.22 Table 8 : Comparison between the ecological measures by computing AUC and TPFP5 scores for phylogenetic and ecological distance measures, using the a priori interaction network as a gold standard. statistics. To this end, we carried out a randomisation test. The rows and columns of the original warbler data were permuted ten times, and on each of these replications we carried out the same inference as for the original data. Since the permutation destroys all genuine associations among the species, the distribution of "interaction strengths" represents the null hypothesis of no species interaction. From this distribution, the p-value is easily computed as the probability of exceeding a given threshold. Table 9 : Mapping from p-value thresholds to edge strengths/posterior probabilities. 
Recovered Networks
Figures 11-13 shows the consensus networks that were recovered from the warbler data. We get three different networks: one for the basic dataset, one for a dataset where we have modelled spatial autocorrelation as described in Section 3.2.1 of the main paper, and one for a dataset where we have included both spatial autocorrelation and two bio-climate covariates: temperature and availability of water. Details on how the sparsity and the correlation with the ecological measures vary for the different networks can be found in the main paper (Section 4.2).
Network Characterisation
Studies have shown that molecular regulatory networks have degree distributions that approximately follow a power-law (Wagner, 2001; Guelzim et al., 25 Figure 12: Consensus networks recovered from the dataset with spatial autocorrelation included (but without bio-climate covariates). The edges are pruned by placing a threshold value of 0.5 on the original consensus network, which corresponds to a p-value of 0.01. See Section 5.5 for a description of how these p-values were calculated. The boxes on the right show unconnected species. 2002; May, 2006) . Loosely speaking, this means that there are many nodes with only one or few connections, but also some nodes with many more connections than the average degree. Studies on food webs generally agree that the degree distribution is not Poisson (Proulx et al., 2005) , however they disagree on whether the degree distributions are best fit by a power-law or by some other distribution. The existence of a variety of distributions has been shown, including power-law, truncated power-law and exponential (Dunne et al., 2002; Jordano et al., 2003; Laird and Jensen, 2006) . In our study we observe that the distributions are closer to linear on the log-linear plot of the cumulative degree distribution (Fig. 14) , than on the log-log plot (Fig. 15) . Linearity on the log-log plot would be characteristic of a power-law distribution, but linearity on the log-linear plot shows that the network exhibits a near exponential distribution. The data also displays the insensitivity of this behaviour to varying the threshold. Figure 16 shows the variation of the clustering coefficient and the network diameter (characteristic path length) as the threshold varies. There is no discernable trend, which may mean that these particular statistics are not useful characterisations of the types of networks that we are considering.
